SYMPOSIUM ON ‘TOWNSHIP STUDIES’ AS A GLOBAL FIELD OF
STUDY: 8-9 NOVEMBER 2022
CONCEPT NOTE AND CALL FOR ABSTRACTS AND PAPERS

1. BACKGROUND/RATIONALE
If we take into account the completed scholarship on urban townships, ghettos, slums, hoods,
barrios, favelas, shantytowns, medinas, reservations, and projects (hereafter collectively
referred to as “townships”), as well as what is yet to be generated, there is no reason why a
new area of study- “Township Studies”- cannot become an independent, vibrant, and as
proposed, a global field of study. Similar to theoretical fields such as ‘Gender Studies’ and
‘Diaspora Studies’, if provided with the necessary intellectual and material resources to take
shape, this new academic area will flourish.
The proposal recognises that “townships”, understood as marginal urban areas where most
of the world’s poor and working class reside, exist under specific historical, structural and
subjective conditions of violence that vary depending on regional histories and correspond
depending on world historical relations. ‘Township Studies’ as an area of study, principally
speaks to those subjects who have been ‘othered’- that is excluded, marginalised, silenced,
criminalised, diseased and rendered non-normative and dysfunctional. In advancing
concentrated knowledge production about these global urban zones and its subjects, this
intellectual project aims to expand current epistemic and methodological horizons on what
have been conceptualised as geographically distinct and separate areas, even though they are
clearly connected via their shared experiences of historical marginalisation and responsive
creative impulses. Such a conceptual reframing opens up the possibility for the term to cover
parts of the continent and the world which are similarly characterized by economic and
political exclusion, uncertainty, marginality, displacements, social inequality on the one hand;
and vitality, survival, reappearance, and originality, on the other. More specifically, some of
these linked collective experiences of these urban ghettoes, shantytowns, slums, favellas,
projects and townships include: economic marginalisation, urban poverties, single headed
households, HIV/AIDS and more recently COVID-19, high levels of crime and violences,
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disintegrating and weakening family units, rising political participation apathy and the rise of
popular grassroots movements, reformulation of urban masculinities and femininities,
weakening of the family unit, social fabric and intergenerational ties; and many more.
Recently, it was particularly poignant to note the protraction of their neglect and
marginalisation during the recent COVID-19 and subsequent global lockdowns, where
governments were unable to effectively respond in these areas (See for example India, Brazil,
and South Africa responses in these areas). Prototypically, the agency, risk and hustle
associated with “townships” and their residents only becomes visible as co-optable when
governments are instrumentally set on major national and international-facing development
projects. However, despite this contradictory scholarly and state gaze and continued
relegation to marginal existence, these areas continue to precariously survive, and in South
Africa’s townships, this has been the case.
At present intellectually no demarcated, dedicated and comprehensive corpus of knowledge
organisation and integration of these oft densely populated global urban configurations
exists. Arguably a great deal of historical, political-economy, sociological, urbandevelopment, literary and artistic work has been generated on these ‘on the city edges’ urban
locales over the past few decades, but it remains sporadically organised and/or subsumed
within other areas of study such as ‘African Studies’, ‘Area Studies’ and ‘Urban Studies’ and
similar study areas. However, the aim of establishing a new area of study is to go beyond
merely proposing for a reformulation, reorganisation and re-articulation of this vast and rich
scholarship into a recognisable and sustainable intellectual body of thought known as
“Township Studies”; but to also simultaneously utilise the term to conceptually and
discursively think through similarly constituted

socio-political and socio-cultural

configurations beyond South Africa and the continent. In other words, although geographical
markers will be but one dimension of the term, “township”, it will also be a site of meaningmaking through specific histories, experiences, sensorial embodiments, languages, idioms,
textures and understandings about theory, form, subjectivity and community.

Importantly through this reformulation of Township Studies” as a term which serves as both
a geographical marker and analytical and discursive marker, also means that this new field of
study will directly address the intellectual marginalisation and gap that exists to study urban
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townships, ghettoes, shantytowns, projects, slums, favellas- the worldover. Within this
conceptual reframing and subsequent global geo-relinking and reshaping of what “township”
means and entails, the “Township Studies” project will thus develop and nurture a new global
niche field of study, which principally rethinks marginality, poverties, resistance, markets, self,
community, solidarities, development, self, community and radical hope.
In addition, “Township Studies” will naturally be an interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary area
of study that spans the humanities (arts, literary and creative ventures) and social sciences
(social and human studies, public policy, law and education), whose scholarly preoccupation
is township studies related research. In proposing an area of study which conceptualises these
similarly configured urban spaces as bounded rather that disparate and discreet spaces, also
signals both a working alongside yet conceptual and creative break with existing
geographically based areas of study such as ‘Urban Studies’, ‘Area Studies’, and ‘African
Studies’.
Furthermore, “Township Studies” as a field of study will not only yield a new powerful
imaginary consolidation of these neglected urban configurations, but will also facilitate
unlikely and novel collaborations between South based scholars and South based scholars in
the North who study these urban areas. These scholars will in turn create new knowledges
and networks, while working and mentoring younger scholars entering this new field. Such
an inclusive area of study will not only draw scholars, but other key players such as relevant
non-governmental organisations (NGOs); government agencies, cultural workers and
entrepreneurs, whose dedicated work focusses on creating knowledge production in these
consistently marginalised areas.
In conclusion, we believe that the time for ‘Township Studies’ has come for it to be introduced
to the worlds as a new global field of study. Through creating constructive platforms that
generate scholarship which centralises ‘townships’, we also aim to inspire the current
generation to continue the legacy of generating knowledge from and about these spaces
where several of the world’s poor reside and call home.
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2. CALL FOR ABSTRACTS AND PAPERS
The Township Studies Research Network invites submissions from the following themes and
subjects:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Township philosophies, histories and intellectual histories
Township families, households, communities and community structures
Township space, place and built environment
Township languages, identities, subjectivities
Township protest and resistance
Township social struggles: crime and drugs
Township violence, embodiments and moralities
Township cultures of survival and enjoyment
Township (sub)cultures of consumption
Township feminisms and masculinities
Township religions and spiritualities
Township death, funerals and burials
Township health and disease
Township food security, poverty alleviation and foods
Township social, economic and cultural policies
Township art, photography and film
Township literature, poetry and social media
Township music, dance and dress
Township leisure, festivals, games, and sport
‘Township Studies’ as local and global area of study
‘Township Studies’ methodologies, methods and form

3. SUBMISSION DATES

▪
▪

ABSTRACTS (Max 350 words) to be submitted on or before Friday, 07 October 2022
FULL DRAFT PAPERS (5000 - 7000 words) on or before Monday, 24 October 2022

TO SUBMIT YOUR ABSTRACTS AND PAPERS EMAIL:
https://forms.gle/dr9iHA78TaQmrAGZ8

For any Queries: townshipstudies@gmail.com
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4. SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
Submissions can be research articles, review articles, essays, and creative forms of
expression and must be between 5000 and 7000 words long in Times Roman size 12 font in
line with below guidelines.

i.
TITLE PAGE
The author’s full name, affiliation and email address.
ii.
ABSTRACTS
Below the article title and affiliations, add a short abstract not exceeding 300 words.
iii.
FONT
Submissions must be in Times Roman regular, size 12.
iv.
REFERENCING
The HAVARD reference style will be used for this publication. See the examples and
guidelines in https://www.scribbr.co.uk/referencing/harvard-style/
v.
PEER REVIEW PROCESS
All submissions will be subjected to a peer review process.

5. THE “TOWNSHIP STUDIES” 2022 HYBRID SYMPOSIUM DETAILS
The “Township Studies” Hybrid Symposium goal is to to bring together scholars, artists,
writers and researches whose work focuses on ‘townships’ in structured dialogues, exchanges
and network with each other, towards intentionally launching this new global field of study
via multiple public engagements and publications.

Venue and Dates
▪

DATE: 8-9 November 2022

▪

VENUE: HYBRID (Further details to be announced)

Expected Deliverables
2 sets of outputs are expected from the Symposium:
▪

Special Issue of a journal

▪

Publication of an edited book volume
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Coordination of event
While the TSRN will be responsible for conceptualising and overall coordination of the
Symposium, IPATC will provide administrative and logistical support for the event.

ABOUT TOWNSHIP STUDIES RESEARCH NETWORK (TSRN)
Township Studies Research Network (TSRN) was launched at the inaugural Township Studies
Symposium held in April 2021. The network consists of scholars, artists, writers and
researchers whose work makes the study and exploration of ‘townships’ the centre of their
scholarship and creative outputs. The aim of coming together is to enable interested network
members to generate, share and exchange ideas; create public engagement and publication
platforms; experiment, grow, learn and innovate together; explore research opportunities;
establish new research areas; apply jointly for funds; create opportunities to support the new
generation of scholars and contribute towards developing knowledge that enables ‘Township
Studies’ to flourish and become a new global field of study.

ABOUT INSTITUTE OF PAN-AFRICAN THOUGHT AND CONVERSATION (IPATC)
Currently headed by Prof Siphamandla Zondi, the Institute of Pan-African Thought and
Conversation (IPATC) was established at the University of Johannesburg (UJ) in 2016 as one
of the University’s flagship centres of excellence to conduct research and contribute to UJ’s
decolonisation efforts. It provides a forum for scholars, practitioners and civil society actors
in Africa and its diaspora to dialogue and contribute to the rigorous production and
dissemination of Pan-African knowledge and culture. The Institute seeks to promote original
and innovative Pan-African ideas and critical dialogue in pursuit of global excellence in
research and teaching, and to contribute actively to building an international profile for UJ on
Pan-African issues. IPATC’s prioritises five key mandates: 1) Research; 2) Strategic
Engagement with Policy Makers; 3) Public Engagement; 4) Teaching; and 5) Capacity Building.
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